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Section 1: Introduction to TurnKey Lender Decision Management
System (DMS)
TurnKey Lender offers a Decision Management System to effectively manage frequently
occurring repeatable business decisions that take place across business process and
transaction-based business systems.
Deployment of automated strategies in a multi-tenant, language, currency, country, credit
model environment with multi-dimensional approval flows is made easy and requires no hard
coding.
TurnKey Lender Decision Management System combines business rules, business processes,
data sources (internal/external), approval flows, third party integrations and all types of
scoring models into a single predictive decisioning system to meet and exceed needs of all
business users.
TurnKey Lender offers unmatched flexibility, rapid deployment into production environment
and seamless integrations via its Decision Management System which has powerful
capabilities like:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

No programming or no hard coding needed
Import & deploy scoring models of all widely used formats
Requires few clicks to configure business strategies in a drag and drop manner
Combine many scoring models in a single models ensemble in one decision-making
strategy using a wizard set-up
Highly flexible
o Easily manage, edit, test a single coherent business flow to make any changes
and deploy in real time
o Combines all the business rules, scoring models, decision trees, segmentation
strategies, multi-dimensional approval flows with ease
Incorporate business rules, verifications and checks, calculations, logical conditions in
a drag and drop no code approach that allows for rapid prototyping and flexibility
Enables version control to keep track of all changes in the strategies that are deployed
in test and production environments
Business, Operations, Modelling teams all work on a single decision engine to speed
deployments
Add new data sources (internal/external) using the drag and drop tool
Low vendor reliance as subject matter experts can make all changes to the system on
their own

TurnKey Lender’s DMS Enables Real Time Decisioning to meet Business Objectives.

Section 2: Components of Decision Management System
The Flow Builder and Configurator form key components of the TurnKey Lender Decision
Management System. They enable the execution of event-driven business rules, decision
flows, predictive models and decision intensive business processes to be automated.

Section 2.1: Flow Builder
This specialized application is used to Design, Store and Run comprehensive decisioning
algorithms. The TurnKey Lender Flow Builder acts as an all in one application that includes a:
• Process Design Studio
o Configure comprehensive decision algorithms i.e. “Strategies”
o Store all Strategies
o Automate and deploy all Strategies
• Comprehensive Business Rule Management Tool
• End to End Business Process Management Tool
• Logical Conditioning Tool
Comprehensive borrower assessment algorithms (scoring or decision-making strategy) are
created as a visual model. Multiple scoring models can be a part of the strategy and can be
extended with business rules, verifications and checks, calculations, logical conditions and so
on.
A seamless combination of all strategies, business rules and processes can be stored in a
repository, duplicated, edited, automated within the flow builder with no hard coding in a
drag and drop interface to be deployed in a live environment for real time decision making.

Figure 1: Example comprehensive decision algorithms with multiple data sources, conditional logic and credit
scoring models i.e. “Strategy”

Figure 2: Example of version control management of all strategies

Figure 3: Link and edit scoring model parameters with ease of a few clicks

Figure 4: Easily edit expert scoring model parameters and their properties

Figure 5: Snapshot of example scorecard built to asses decision matrix

Section 2.2: Configurator & API Manager
Intuitive and easy to use administrative interface allowing to swiftly:
▪ Configure Integrations:
▪
▪

Pull data from external sources
Expose internal data to 3rd party systems

▪

Fully integrate with existing web applications

▪

REST, SOAP, Web Service, proprietary

▪

SQL, Postgres, Oracle

▪

Manage strategies including setting strategies as either “champion” or “challenger”;

▪

Manage, schedule and distribute standardized reports to gauge accuracy of models;

▪

Offer pre-defined reports based on industry best case practices already incorporated
within the system

▪

▪

Implement any type of scoring models into business strategies with least friction
o Excel,
o PMML,
o Python,
o XML
o MS SQL
o PL SQL
o HDF5
Create or edit standardized (or base) credit product parameters;

▪
▪
▪

Phase-in custom scoring models or workflows;
Store custom scorecards by country, product, version, language, currency
Maintain translations, versions and language selections

▪

Automate correspondence of decisioning with relevant stakeholders via relevant
communication channels

Figure 6: Example of seamless integration with external data sources

Figure 7: Example of Rest API Configuration

Figure 8: Business rules configuration

Section 3: Data Analytics and Decisioning Lifecycle
In today’s competitive world, data is everywhere and is touted to be the “oil of the future”
and once companies understand how they can be the refinery of this so called “oil”/ “data”
they will be able to offer relevant products to a larger customer base, where they need it,
when they need it and how they want it.
“The next breakthrough in data analysis may not be in individual algorithms, but in the ability
to rapidly combine, deploy, and maintain existing algorithms.” *

For companies to meet ever changing business/management objectives, avoid delays in
deployment and make operational decisions faster, less risky and more profitable they need
to focus on the entire lifecycle of data analytics and decisioning. 4 key steps within the
lifecycle are highlighted below:
1. Secure: Securing data in a compliant manner and centralizing into a single source of
truth
2. Automate: Interaction of customers, product offerings and data models need to be
automated with the respective approval flows to be able to operate at scale with no
hard-coded solutions. This will allow for change requests to be implemented swiftly
and deployed in an automated manned
3. Deploy: True test of credit scoring model/s is when they are deployed in the real
world. Deploy & test models rapidly over time from real world experience allows data
science teams to ensure accuracy and build a competitive edge
4. Refine: Preparation, enrichment, testing and validation of data sets and predictive
models using various ML/AI approaches to refine meaning in big data will be possible
smoothly when data is secure and deployment approach is controlled and automated
with the end goal in mind
*https://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=2431055
TurnKey Lender offers unmatched flexibility, rapid deployment into production environment
and seamless integrations via its Decision Management System.

Section 4: Conclusion
To operate in a competitive market and gain a competitive advantage TurnKey Lender with
its Decision Management System enables companies to:
-

Rapidly test & deploy scoring models and comprehensive decision strategies to
production
Monitor performance of scoring models and decision strategies
Reduce deployment delays due to internal operational/business teams
Implement Scoring models with least friction and delays
Be independent of technology vendors as internal subject matter experts can
administer the system themselves and make all necessary changes
Integrate with ease to 3rd party systems or internal and external data sources
Build a flexible solution that is not hard coded allowing future changes to be
implemented swiftly with ease
Brings risk teams, business units and operations teams to work closely together

Most importantly, businesses can avoid delays in order to meet business objectives in time.
TurnKey Lender is going to work hand in hand with you through the entire data analytics and
decisioning lifecycle to Secure, Automate, Deploy and Refine your data into powerful
decisions that make an impact in your business.

Contact us at sales@turnkey-lender.com for more information

